IUP Libraries
Living Learning Bulletin
Board Award Entries

2016-2017
IUP Libraries and IUP Office of Housing Residential Living and Dining pursue our missions and our institutions’ Expected Undergraduate Student Learning Outcomes by developing social learning environments conducive to group or individual scholarly pursuits including the development of information literacy skills. We work collaboratively to encourage students living in the residence halls to take full advantage of library services and resources.

Peer educators in the Office of Housing, Residential Living, and Dining inform IUP students about all the Libraries have to offer through library focused informational displays.

During 2016-2017, to show our appreciation for Community Assistants and Academic Success Mentors’ valuable contributions to student learning, IUP Libraries created a series of monthly awards and one annual award for those who have developed creative library-focused bulletin boards for the residence halls.
Fall Entries
August-September Winner

Anna Lang
Academic Success Mentor in Maple East
Year: Junior
Major: Secondary English Education
August- September Honorable Mention

Roy Lynn

CA in Suites on Maple East
October Winner

Savannah Heaton
Academic Success Mentor in Northern Suites
January- February Winner

Savannah Heaton
Academic Success Mentor in Northern Suites
March Winner

SOUTH LOBBY

MLA FORMAT

How to cite in MLA

In Text Citations

The use of a sign should help lead with a quotation or borrowed information like a parenthetical citation including the author’s last name and page number.

Works Cited

When creating your works cited page, make sure:

- The phrase "works cited" is centered at the top of the page.
- Double-spacing should be used throughout.
- The first line of each entry in the list is left margin.
- Subsequent lines are indented 1/2.

Each entry on the works cited page should have a corresponding citation in the essay.

Alphabetize your sources by the last names of the authors.

Basic format for an MLA citation:

Last name, first name. "Title of article." Publisher, year of publication. Magazine/Website name.

NORTH LOBBY

APA FORMAT

How to Cite in APA

Similar to MLA, you cite in APA when:

- You use a direct quote
- You borrow, paraphrase, or summarize information from a source.

In Text Citations

When you name an author in the signal phrase, put the name, date, and page information following the quotation. A quote 40 words or longer should be block indented 1/2 spaces.

References

Key Points to Remember

- Organize your sources by the last names of the authors.
- Use a hanging indent so that the first line is at the margin and all following lines are indented.

Jeannie Showers
Wallwork Hall
April Honorary Mention

Savannah Heaton

Academic Success Mentor in Northern Suites

Bulletin board located in the fourth floor lobby are of Northern Suites.
2016-2017 Award Winner
Savanah Heaton
Stapleton Library Rainbow of Resources
Thanks for Helping the Libraries Support Student Success!